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Introduction

Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
In industrial machining, demands on high speed and high accuracy require researchers to study the
fields such as: parametric curve interpolation, feed profile scheduling, servo-loop control techniques. In
recent years, Non Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) have been adopted to CAD/CAM systems and
are considered as a fundamental geometry representation. NURBS offer a common mathematical form
for representing and designing both standard analytical shapes and free-form curves, surfaces [1].
NURBS reveal the advantages in comparison with conventional parametric curve representation
because of their smoothness, flexibility of the toolpath. Most conventional CNC machines provide
linear or circular interpolation, the cutting path is given by a set of lines. Therefore, for high precision
machining a number of cutting points are required to be increased. Consequently, data transmission
speed between CAD/CAM systems and CNC machine is higher and with the limited capacity of
memory storage transferred data can be lost. Since using NURBS curve representation, an amount of
data exchange is decreased significantly because only the values of control points, knot vector and
weight coefficients are transferred from CAD/CAM system to CNC machines. The main problem with
the use of NURBS interpolation technique is that the length of NURBS segments is unknown
analytically. The discrepancy between the spline parameter and the actual arc length results in
undesired feed fluctuations during real time interpolation. Feed fluctuations can bring high
accelerations and jerks to the motor and lead to possibilities of drive excitations, finally deteriorate the
overall curve or surface quality. To eliminate feed fluctuation, many papers have been proposed to
solve this problem. Shpitalni and Koren [2, 3] proposed Taylor’s expansion method to develop the firstorder and the second-order interpolation algorithm while maintaining the constant feedrate. Taylor’s
expansion interpolation contributes to the significant improvement over natural interpolation for a
generic parametric curve. Nevertheless, the existence of the derivative computation and a square root
operation increases the computational load in the real-time system. Moreover, the method is exact only
when the parametric curve is sufficiently smooth and the first derivative of the curve is continuous. The
curve fitting would encounter numerical issues when the curve has small radii of curvature. Erkorkmaz
et al. [4, 5] proposed feed correction polynomial (a 7th order polynomial) to parameterize the
relationship between the arc length and the spline parameter. Single feed correction polynomial would
encounter the same problem as Taylor’s expansion method. To avoid this problem they used multiple
feed correction polynomials instead of increasing the order of the polynomial.
In the machining process, feed profile generation can be viewed as offline part. Obviously,
optimization of feed profiles also plays a major role in achieving the high precision of freeform
1
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toolpath. The feed modulation strategy needs to be able to travel adaptively along the toolpath in
consideration of the local curvature while preserving the physical constraints of the machine tools.
Weck et al. [6] presented a worst-case optimization technique in which the maximum allowable
feedrate for each segment is computed considering the feed limit, acceleration limit and jerk limit of the
machine tools. The method has a straightforward formulation and requires short time of computation so
it is convenient in real time CNC interpolators. Since at some sections of the curve the higher feasible
feeds are not selected as the utilized ones, the total cycle time is not totally optimized. Some authors
have attempted to optimize the maximum allowable feed by using numerical optimization techniques
[8, 9].
Even when the designed NURBS curve for the CAD/CAM system is considered accurate which
means feedrate fluctuation is completely eliminated, implementation of driving mechanism can still
lead the overall system to structural excitation mode. Vibration occurs due to the physical deformation
of the structure in the links or joints and again results in reducing the positioning accuracy of the
machines. Input shaping is a feed-forward method which effectively depresses vibration. Input shaping
is based on the convolution of the desired input and a sequence of Dirac impulses to produce a shaped
reference input. Most publications refer the impulse sequence to input shaper. The method performs
more effectively for vibration reduction when applying ZVD, EI shapers instead of ZV shaper due to
robustness to modeling errors. These shapers are derived by solving a set of constraints which express
the residual vibration of the system [14, 15]. The system has more robustness when the number of
impulses in the sequence is increased, but the total delay time is added to the overall system process.
Similarly, Hubinsky et al. [16, 17] supposed numerical approach using genetic algorithms (GA) to
determine the parameters of input shaper. Based on the same idea, Duong et al. [18] investigated the
feasibility of GA based input shaper application on an arbitrary NURBS trajectory by means of
tracking error.
This work is categorized into seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the review of the related
literatures and the objectives of the dissertation. Chapter 2 presents the various types of input shaper
designed by both analytical and numerical approaches. The NURBS curve representation is described
in Chapter 3 as the mathematical tool to generate a smooth toolpath. The real time interpolation
methods for NURBS toolpaths and feed planning algorithms are mentioned in Chapter 4. In this thesis,
the idea of feed correction polynomial interpolation is employed to capture the relationship between the
arc length and the spline parameter for arbitrary trajectory machining. The worst-case method was
adopted to generate the feed profile because of the simplicity in computation and wide application in
industry. The system parameters of the concrete biaxial CNC machine are identified in Chapter 5 using
either the high precision of the machining tool KGM 182 grid encoder or the MEMS linear acceleration
2
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sensor LSM303DLHC. Well-known vibration parameters are then applied to design all the mentioned
types of input shapers. The system model is simulated in Chapter 6 under consideration of axis feed
drive dynamics. Different shapes of the toolpath such as the square, the circle, the  shape toolpath, the
arbitrary NURBS toolpath are chosen to investigate the effectiveness of input shaping on trajectory
following. The generated positions in Matlab/Simulink environment are used as input commands for
the real time CNC machine MSF1863using laser. The experimental results with the use of input
shaping technique are illustrated and compared to that without in Chapter 7.
The contribution of this work is to verify the effectiveness of input shaping for vibration reduction
in the real time high speed CNC machine. The disadvantage of input shaping is to add a delay to the
overall system. By making some simple adjustments to the unshaped command, the performance with
shaping is superior to that without shaping for contouring errors. When the curve is generated using
NURBS interpolation technique, genetic algorithm based input shaper has demonstrated better than
other conventional shapers in terms of the presented trajectory following. However, numerical method
based shaper has to pay at the expense of highly computational time.
1.2 The objectives of dissertation
The main objectives of this dissertation are:
1.To create a mathematical model for the concrete type of multi-axial mechatronic system where
vibration occurs at the endpoint of the machine’s tool.
2.To identify the vibration parameters of the given multi-axial mechatronic system using MEMS
inertial sensor.
3.To propose a method of trajectory generation in 2D or 3D space enabling to suppress vibration
while maintaining the specified trajectory and velocity profile within the specified allowable
tolerance.
4.To implement the proposed algorithms in the real-time mechatronic system and compare their
effectiveness.

3
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Chapter 2 Input shaping
2.1 Off-line shaping
Input shaping can be classified into two categories: off-line and on-line shaping. Off-line shaping
is the command profile generation method in order to induce no vibration on the output response. In
that, the common command profiles as triangular, trapezoidal, bang coast bang profile are applied to
the systems which use repeatedly the same command for their movement cycle such as motor drive
used in printer, hard disk, etc. For these systems, the switch times of acceleration and deceleration must
be determined in advance and saved in the table that is used later for velocity planning. As all real
systems have limits, motion planning requires specifications of the servo limitations on velocity and
acceleration. Appropriate command generation can prevent the system to excite. Its frequency content
in acceleration and jerk can be demonstrated using Fourier transform.
2.2 On-line shaping
On-line shaping is the in advance unknown command generation profile pre-shaping method. The
principle of input shaping is based on the convolution of an impulse sequence (named as input shaper)
with the desired system command to produce the shaped input. The result product is then used as input
signal to drive the system.
In mathematical representation, input shaper is defined as a sequence of Dirac delta function.
n

IS t    Ai t  ti  , 0  ti  ti 1 , Ai  0
i 1

(2.1)

where  t  is the Dirac delta function, Ai is the amplitude of the i-th impulse, t i is the time shift of the
i-th impulse.
The transfer function of an under-damped second-order system with an undamped natural
frequency of  n and a damping ratio of  can be generally described by:

 n2
F s   2
s  2n   n2

(2.2)

A mathematical formula of residual vibration results from a sequence of impulses which is applied on
underdamped second-order system (2.2) is:
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V  n ,    e  ntn

C  n ,  2  S  n ,  2

(2.3)

To assure the shaper has unity gain, sum of impulse amplitudes must be equal to unity:
n

 A 1
i 1

(2.4)

i

2.3 Input shaper with positive amplitudes
Limiting the impulse amplitudes to be positive facilitates the specification of input shapers. We
have to pay for worse performance in rise time when the impulse sequence length is longer than that
using negative amplitude. However, energy consumption for motor to move in the transient state is
less.
The problem with the use of positive impulse amplitudes can be stated as: find an impulse
sequence that satisfies the constraints (2.3), (2.4) and each impulse amplitude must be
constrained: 0  Ai  1 . If the number of impulses in the input shaper is two, the solution for impulse
parameters is unique. The shaper is called Zero Vibration (ZV). The ZV shaper is often very sensitive
to the uncertainties of modeling error and system nonlinearities. Hence, it is not effective on the real
systems. For increasing insensitivity to modeling errors, multiple zeros are required to be placed
exactly at the system poles. This type of input shaper is called Zero Vibration Derivation (ZVD)
shaper. By placing zeros in the neighborhood of the flexible poles Extra-Insensitive (EI) shaper can be
derived.
Vibration Percentage

30
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Figure 2.1: Sensitivity curves for ZV, ZVD, EI shapers
The robustness of an input shaper can be quantitatively evaluated by measuring the width of its
sensitivity curve. Figure 2.1 plots the sensitivity for various input shapers: ZV, ZVD, EI shapers. Both
ZVD and EI shapers have a time duration equal to one period of vibration. However, EI shaper has
5
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a greater width of the insensitivity curve in low level of vibration than ZVD shaper, for example for
allowable limit value V  5% .
2.4 Input shaper with negative amplitudes
As we have discussed above, all three types of input shapers contain positively valued impulses.
When the impulses with negative amplitudes are allowed, the shaper length can be greatly reduced. A
sequence using negative impulses is referred to a negative sequence. A problem often occurs with
negative sequences that they may generate commands that sometimes exceed actuator limits. For a
positive sequence, the amplitude of the shaped command never exceeds the maximum amplitude of the
unshaped command due to the constraint (2.4).
2.5 Genetic algorithm based input shaping
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization and search technique based on the principles of
genetics and natural selection, such as inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover. A GA allows
a population composed of many individuals to evolve under specified selection rules to a state that
maximizes (minimizes) the cost function [22]. If we consider the system residual vibration to be the
cost function, so GA can help us search the optimal amplitudes and time locations of impulse shapers.
Assume that each chromosome has N i amplitudes and N i time locations of an impulse sequence.
chromosome   A1 ,.., ANi , T1 ,..., TNi 

(2.5)

The general conditions required for impulse sequence are their amplitudes and time locations must
satisfy the equation (2.4) to preserve the final setpoint. So the task of our work can be formed as: solve
for amplitudes and time locations such that satisfying the equation (2.4) and the objective function of
residual vibration is optimized (minimized).

Objective Function  f chromosome
Ni

Subject to the constraint:

A
i 1

i

1

(2.6)

A new objective function can be formed either by following position or velocity. For some certain
cases, their combination with a weight coefficient is also used when the position and velocity are taken
account into. However, the selection of appropriate weight coefficients is not easy. Obviously, it
depends on the consideration whether position errors or velocity errors are more weighted.
In comparison to the analytical method, finding the parameters of input shaper based on GA
approach has some advantages. The shaper parameters are not calculated as functions of damping ratio.
6
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So GA based input shaping avoids solving a set of simultaneous transcendental equations that are
complicated to be solved by analytic method. On the contrary, the GA based input shaping also has the
weak points. For a specific vibration system the GA approach requires a huge amount of computations.
Since solved by the numerical approach, there exists no generic expression designed for GA based
input shaper. Secondly, the searching process may get stuck when the amplitudes and time locations of
impulse sequence are limited by the large range
2.6 Implementation of input shaper in the discrete domain
All three common types of input shaper mentioned above were designed in the s-plane by the
analytical approach. They are then implemented digitally by using a computer to perform the
convolutions. If the location times of impulse are not placed at multiple of the discrete sampling time
Ts , the computed times would be rounded. This would lead to inexact product convolution. A method

should be proposed to overcome the problem.

1
1 K

1
1  2K  K 2

K
1 K

T

2K
1  2K  K 2

K2
1  2K  K 2

T

time

T

ZV shaper

time

ZVD shaper

Figure 2.2: ZV and ZVD shaper
In Figure 2.2, K is given as in (2.7), T is one half period of damped vibration:
T 



π
ωn 1  ς 2

, K e

ςπ
1 ς 2

(2.7)

By taking z transform, ZV and ZVD shapers are described in the z plane as follows:
IS ZV z  
IS ZVD z  

where n 

1
Kz  n

1 K 1 K

1  2 Kz  n  K 2 z 2 n
1  2K  K 2

(2.8)

(2.9)

T
. If the sampling time Ts equals to T n  1 , the filter in (2.8) is called a first order
Ts

digital shaping filter and the filter in (2.9) is a second order digital shaping filter.
The design of EI shaper is transformed to the z-plane as:
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IS EI z   A1  A2 z  n2  A3 z  n3
where n2 

(2.10)

T
T2
, n3  3 ; T2 , T3 are the time locations of the second and third impulse in an EI shaper;
Ts
Ts

A1 , A2 , A3 are the first, the second and the third impulse amplitude respectively. Input shapers based
on genetic algorithm are also implemented digitally as EI shapers. If the rate between the sample period
and one half period of vibration is small enough, impulses can be simply approximated as located at the
sample times.
In the discrete domain, Tuttle [21] used zero-placement technique to derive the discrete input
shaper. That is, shaper zeros must be placed at the location of the poles. For increasing robustness,
additional zeros can be placed at or near the poles. The shaper transfer function containing four zeros as
well as poles in the z-plane is given by:
IS zp z   C

z  z1 z  z1* z  z 2 z  z 2*   C z 4  a1 z 3  a2 z 2  a3 z  a4
z

4

z

(2.11)

2

where
a1  2R1 cos1  R2 cos 2 
a 2  R12  4 R1 R2 cos1 cos 2  R22



a 2  2 R1 R22 cos1  R12 R2 cos 2
a4  R R
2
1



2
2

(2.12)

R1  exp  ςω n1T 
θ1  Tω n1 1  ς 2

R2  exp  ςω n 2 T 

θ 2  Tω n 2 1  ς 2
C is the constant and used to assure the unity gain of the impulse amplitudes.  n1 ,  n 2 are the

modeling frequencies for each mode if the system has two modes of vibration or estimated modeling
frequencies equal or near the real natural frequency if the system has only one mode. In comparison to
other methods, the zero-placement (ZP) technique has the advantage in terms of design in the discrete
domain because impulses are placed exactly at multiples of the sampling time Ts . The designed two
mode shaper is then transformed into the time domain as:
IS zp t   C δt   a1δt  T   a2 δt  2T   a3 δt  3T   a4 δt  4T 
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Chapter 3 NURBS curve representation
3.1 Definition and properties of NURBS curves
Non Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) have become powerful tools for geometry
representation. NURBS offer great flexibility and precision for representing both analytic shapes and
free-form curves, surfaces [1]. Due to the advantages, NURBS are not only used in computer graphics,
but also in the modern CAD/CAM/CAE systems. NURBS are generalizations of both Bézier and Bsplines curves and surfaces. More precisely, Bézier representation is the special case of B-splines
representation with a knot vector having two knots. Another important property of NURBS curves and
surfaces is that they are invariant under common geometric transformations such as translation,
rotation, parallel and perspective projections.
A p -degree NURBS curve is defined by [1]:
 xu 
Cu    y u  
 z u 

n

 N u w P
i, p

i 0
n

i

i

 N u w
i 0

i, p

, au b

(3.1)

i

where Pi  are the control points, the wi   0 are the weights, N i, p u  are the p -th degree B-spline
basis

functions

defined

recursively

on

the

non-periodic

and

non-uniform

knot

vector



U  a
,...,
a
,
u
,...,
u
,
b
,...,
b
m  p 1 
 p 1
  as follows:
 p 1
p 1 

 1 if ui  u  ui 1
N i ,0 u   
0 otherwise

N i ,k u  

u  ui
ui 1  u
N i ,k 1 u  
N i 1,k 1 u 
ui  p  ui
ui  p 1  ui 1

(3.2)

We often assume a  0, b  1 for all cases of computation. A NURBS curve can also be rewritten in the
form with no absence of denominator:
n

Cu    Ri , p u Pi
i 0

where the rational basis functions Ri, p u  are defined as:
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NURBS curve representation
Ri , p u  

N i , p u wi
n

 N u w
i, p

i 0

(3.4)

i

Ri, p u  are the rational basis functions which are piecewise rational functions on u  0,1 . This form
helps us compute derivatives of NURBS curves in terms of derivatives of NURBS curves. The
degree p , the number of knots m  1 and the number of control points n  1 are related by the
equation: m  n  p  1 .
3.2 Derivatives of a NURBS curve
Computation of derivatives of a NURBS curve plays an important role in the curve continuity and
smoothness study. Complete feedrate planning should take into account the local curvatures of a
NURBS curve, which are also computed in terms of the first and the second derivative of a NURBS
curve. Derivatives of rational B-spline curves are more complicated than in case of non-rational Bspline curves because of involving denominator to high powers. In the equivalent form (3.3), a NURBS
curve is represented by rational basis functions. Derivatives of a NURBS curve are then given by
computing derivatives of each rational basis function Ri, p u  :
 x k  u 
 k   n k 
k 


C u   y u    Ri , p u Pi
 z k  u  i 0



(3.5)

For example, the first and the second derivative of rational basis functions are computed by (3.6), (3.7)
respectively.
n

Ri,1p u  

N i , p u wi
1

n

 N i, p u wi
i 0



N i , p u wi  N i,1p u wi
i 0



  N i , p u wi 
 i 0

n

2

(3.6)

2

 n

2 N i , p u wi  N i,2p u wi 
2 
N i , p u wi
 i 0

Ri,2p u   n

3
 n

N i , p u wi

N i , p u wi 


i 0
 i 0

n
n
 1

1
2 
2 N i , p u wi  N i , p u wi  N i , p u wi  N i , p u wi 
i 0
i 0


2
n


 N i , p u wi 
 i 0
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Chapter 4 NURBS interpolation and feedrate planning
4.1 Introduction
The spline toolpath is interpolated in real time at every sampling control step of servo controller.
The interpolation process provides a sequence of reference points for the position tracking loop of CNC
servo system. Conventional CNC machines use common interpolation techniques: linear, arc, cubic or
quintic interpolation. The cutter path is then given by a set of lines. Therefore, for accurate machining
data transmission load between CAD/CAM systems and CNC machines is increased. Since using
NURBS curve representation, a large amount of data exchange is decreased because only the values of
control points, knot vector and weight coefficients are needed to be transferred. The main problem with
the use of NURBS interpolation techniques is the difficulty in parameterizing the toolpath in terms of
arc length. The discrepancy between the spline parameter and the actual arc length results in undesired
feed fluctuations during real time interpolation. Feed fluctuations can bring high accelerations and jerks
to the motor and lead to possibilities of drive excitations, finally deteriorating the overall curve or
surface accuracy. Many researchers have developed interpolation algorithms to deal with the
parametric curves. In the early years of the use of parametric curves in CNC machines, Shpitalni and
Koren [2, 3] proposed Taylor’s expansion to develop the first-order and the second-order interpolation
algorithm while maintaining the constant feedrate. However, the method is only effective when the
curve is sufficiently smooth and at least the first derivative of the curve is continuous. The curve fitting
would encounter numerical issues when the curve has small radii of curvature. For mapping non-arclength parameterized curve, Heng and Erkorkmaz [5] supposed feed correction polynomial. A single 7th
order polynomial may be insufficient in some certain cases. They stated that using multiple feed
correction polynomials would approximate the relationship better than increasing the order of the
polynomial. In order to keep the chord error within an acceptable range, Yeh and Hsu [23] presented
the adaptive feedrate interpolator in which the feed is changed adaptively according to the radius of
curvature at each point on the curve
In machining processes, optimization of feed profiles also plays a major role in achieving the high
precision of freeform parts. The feed modulation needs to be able to travel adaptively along the
toolpath in consideration of the local curvature while preserving the physical constraints of the machine
tools. Weck et al. [6] presented a worst-case optimization technique in which the maximum allowable
feedrate for each segment is computed using the velocity limit, acceleration limit and jerk limit of the
machine tool. The method has a straightforward formulation and requires short time of computation so
it is convenient in real time CNC interpolators. Since at some sections of the curve the higher feasible
11
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feeds are not selected as the utilized ones, the total cycle time is not totally optimized. Hence,
Erkorkmaz and Altinas [8] proposed a feedrate optimization technique which uses a gradient based
search to find the shortest cycle time within the kinematic and dynamic limits of the machine tools.
Further, Heng and Erkorkmaz [5] developed the feed formulation with optimal cycle time by a heuristic
search technique. Another feasible approach of feed profile generation was proposed by Lai et al. [12].
Except the feed, acceleration and jerk limits, the input constraints take into account also the chord error.
The desired feed is selected as the minimum among of these values derived from the kinematic
conditions.
This work used three interpolation techniques for capturing the relationship between the arc length
and the spline parameter, i.e. Taylor expansion, adaptive feedrate and feed correction polynomial
interpolation. The use of the selected interpolation depends on the requirement of the order continuity
of the toolpath.
4.2 Natural interpolation
Natural interpolation is the straightforward method of interpolating along a given spline toolpath.
In order to aim the excellent quality, the spline toolpath must be divided into multi linear segments. For
each segment, the spline parameter is assumed to be proportional to the arc length increment:
u

lk
s
Sk

(4.1)

4.3 Taylor expansion interpolation
The Taylor’s expansion method was first introduced by Shpitalni and Koren [2, 3]. The key idea
for real-time interpolators is that the segmentation is based on subdivision of equal length.
Accordingly, at each sampling time the method computes the successive values of u such that the
length of each curve segment is constant. This leads to constant feedrate along the toolpath. The
method is effective when the curve is sufficiently smooth and the first derivative of the curve is
continuous.
The spline parameter is computed by using the first order Taylor’s expansion at the sampling time
constant t k  kT s , Ts is the control loop sampling time

u k  1  u k  

TsV k 

C

1

u  u u k 
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where . denotes the Euclidean norm, V k   V t k  denotes the desired feedrate at the time t  kTs . If
Ts is very small and the curve does not have small radii of curvature, even the first order

approximation is adequate. However, when a segment of the curve changes roughly (curvature is
relatively large), we may use two terms of Taylor’s expansion.
u k  1  u k  

TsV k 

C 1 u k 



Ts2 V k 2 C 1 u k C 2  u k 
4
2
C 1 u k 

(4.3)

Once the new value of spline parameter u has been obtained, it is substituted in equation (3.1) to
calculate for the next reference command point xk 1 , y k 1 , z k 1 .
Although the first and the second order Taylor’s expansion are widely used in real time
interpolation for CNC machines. These approximations are not reliable when the feed is varying. In
addition, the existence of the derivative computation and a square root operation increases the
computational load. Moreover, the method is not reliable when the feed is varying because of the
accumulation of numerical error.
4.4 Feed correction polynomial
In general, NURBS toolpath parameterization does not yield accurately arc length parameterized
curve. In order to avoid unwanted feed fluctuations, Erkorkmaz and Altinas [4] proposed feed
correction polynomial to map non-arc-length parameterized parametric curve. The relationship between
the arc length s and the spline parameter u is approximated by a 7th order polynomial.
4.5 Adaptive feedrate
The Taylor’s expansion allows yielding exact results for spline parameter when the curve is
smooth enough. If the radii of curvature are varying on the curve, using a constant feedrate during the
machining process would lead to high chord error. In order to hold the chord error within an acceptable
range, Yeh and Hsu [23] determined the relation between the feed and the chord error. Accordingly, the
feed can be changed adaptively depending on the radii of curvature. The adaptive law is proposed by
applying the circular approximation and using Pythagorean theorem for expressing the relation between
the radius of curvature, the feed and the chord error:
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NURBS interpolation and feedrate planning
where Ts is the sampling time, ER is the tolerance value of the chord error,  i is the radius of
curvature of the i -th interpolated point and given as the reciprocal of curvature.
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(d) Adaptive feedrate interpolation
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Figure 4.1: Interpolation methods used for NURBS spline toolpath
4.6 Feedrate scheduling
Improving the performance of machining process requires researchers to study the fields:
geometric tools for representing parametric curve (surface), interpolation methods for reducing feedrate
fluctuation and kinematic feedrate planning for preserving the physical limitations of machine tool and
optimizing the machining cycle time. This subchapter will discuss about the common methods used for
feed scheduling.
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4.6.1 Bang-Coast-Bang acceleration profile
Bang-coast-bang acceleration profile takes into accounts the limits on velocity and acceleration.
Along the segment, the feed is accelerated in the rising phase and decelerated to zero value in the
falling phase. The duration of acceleration and deceleration phase must be equal in order to stop the
system at the end. If the displacement is long enough, the maximum feed will be reached. After this
point the system moves at a constant value. The velocity profile that corresponds to bang- coast-bang
profile has a trapezoidal shape. This type of velocity profile is often used to schedule the toolpath along
the straight line or smooth curve.
4.6.2 Jerk limited profile
In order to generate smoother trajectory abrupt jump of acceleration and deceleration impulse in a
bang-coast-bang feed profile is replaced by ramping up and down. The velocity profile corresponds to
ramping acceleration has an S-curve shape and the displacement is a cubic function of the switch times.
In general, the jerk limited profile has twice of the switch times in comparison to bang-coast-bang
profile. Since most real systems tend to excite vibration due to flexible components, S-curve velocity
profile is often used to smoothen trajectory. Brief descriptions of the conditions for jerk, acceleration,
deceleration and travel length was presented by Ekorkmaz and Altinas [7].
4.6.3 Worst case technique
The objective of feed optimization is to minimize the total time of machining process (the total
cycle time) while adhering to the physical constraints of machine tool. In other words, the aim is to
maximize the feedrate along the overall toolpath. Worst case technique is the feedrate optimization
technique developed for spline toolpath with jerk limited profile and is commonly used in industry. The
method proposed by Weck et al. [6] computes the maximum allowable feedrate for each segment based
on the worst case curvature of the given toolpath. The maximum allowable feed taking the kinematic
constraints of the machine tools for each toolpath segment is selected the lowest value among the feeds
derived from the velocity, acceleration, jerk limits
f  min  f vel , f acc , f jerk 
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Chapter 5 Identification of system parameters
5.1 Introduction
During the machining process, position tracking of the endpoint is recorded using the KGM 182
grid encoder with the accuracy of 2 m . This work utilized the high precision of the measuring tool to
identify accurately the system parameters. In addition to the grid encoder, MEMS accelerometers can
be considered as the helpful measuring tool for parameter identification. They have been used for many
applications in industry due to their size, cost and improved performance. Of course, for the system
requires with high precision positioning, the use of the high accuracy tool is irreplaceable in terms of
trajectory tracking. Nevertheless, if we only need to estimate the parameters of the specific model,
MEMS accelerometers act as the suitable option. In this chapter, we will compare the usability of the
mentioned tools.
5.2 Grid encoder

Scanning
head

Mounting
base

Grid plate

Figure 5.1: Configuration setup for inspecting a machine tool [26]
Since the KGM 182 grid encoder records the position tracking of the tool tip, we can utilize the
high precision of the measuring tool to identify the parameters of the system vibration. Let  be the
logarithmic decrement of the amplitude ratio. Equation (5.1) expresses the formula for computing the
damping ratio coefficient if two successive maximums of the vibration amplitude are known.
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The damped angular natural frequency  d is obtained by a simple formula:

d 

2
Td

(5.2)

The angular natural frequency  n is obtained by using equation (5.3):

d  n 1   2

(5.3)

The data were measured at the sampling period of 0.21[ms ] . For the specified movement of

40[mm] along the axis in the direction x and y , the deviations of the position response are plotted out
in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. The residual vibration response at the x axis expresses fairly different from the
characteristics of damped vibration. This may be caused by the other structural modes of vibration.
Power spectral density depicted in Figure 5.4 states that the system at the x axis has more than one
mode of vibration. The system are vibrated at the frequencies f nx  4 , 30 , 54 Hz . By applying
equations (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), we see that the system oscillation is dominantly affected by the structural
mode of the frequency f nx  33Hz  and damping ratio ζ x  0.75 . For the y axis drive, the system
vibrates dominantly at the frequency f ny  31Hz  , ζ y  0.65.

Deviation of the position response [mm]

X – axis for the displacement of 40[mm]

Time [sec]

Figure 5.2: Deviation of the position response along the x axis
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Deviation of the position response [mm]

Y – axis for the displacement of 40[mm]

Time [sec]

Figure 5.3: Deviation of the position response along the y axis
y axis

x axis
Seconde mode

fft

First mode

fft

Third mode

Frequency [Hz]

Frequency [Hz]

Figure 5.4: Power spectral amplitude at the x and y axes
5.3 Accelerometer
Accelerometers are sensors which are used to measure acceleration, tilt, vibration in performance
driven applications. Most accelerometers are Micro-Electro-Mechanical Sensors (MEMS). Thanks to
their reduced size, weight, cost and improved performance, MEMS inertial accelerometers are rapidly
utilized in many applications. The basic principle of operation behind the MEMS accelerometer is that
of a simple spring mass system. For sensing the displacement, a variety of transduction mechanisms
have been used in accelerometers. They include capacitive, piezoresistive, electromagnetic,
piezoelectric, ferroelectric, optical and tunneling. The most successful devices are based on capacitive
transduction because of the simplicity, less noise, low power consumption and good stability over
temperature. A typical accelerometer uses analog or digital output which is proportional to the value of
acceleration.
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Figure 5.5: The STM32F3DISCOVERY board mounting for acceleration measurements
The measured acceleration was obtained from the 3D digital linear acceleration sensor and 3D
digital magnetic sensor LSM303DLHC. The sensor is integrated into the STM32F3DISCOVERY
board that is mounted to the endpoint of the machine tool (Figure 5.5). The 32-bit ARM® Cortex™M4 mixed-signal MCU controls the motion sensor through the I2C interface. The output data was
saved by selecting the sampling rate of 400Hz and the linear acceleration full scale of  2 g .
Acceleration calibration is not necessary for our applications because the LSM303DLHC has been
factory-calibrated. The raw data are transferred from the device to the host through the Virtual COM
port. Figure 5.6 depicts the measured accelerations when the machine tool moves along the X and Y
axes, respectively. The frequency content shows the same natural frequency of vibration obtained by
using the high precision of the KGM 182 grid encoder. At the last time interval, the measured
acceleration expresses explicitly as the typical damped oscillation. By reading out the maximum values
of acceleration and applying equations (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) the natural frequency of vibration and damping
ratio are approximated to f nx  32Hz  , ζ x  0.078 for the X axis and f ny  31Hz  , ζ y  0.071
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X axis
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Time [sec]

Y axis

fft

fft

X axis

Frequency [Hz]
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Figure 5.6: Measured accelerations and power spectral density for the X and Y axis drive
In comparison to the results obtained from the KGM 182 grid encoder, we can conclude that the
low cost accelerometer allows identifying the same properties of vibration for the given system. For
some specific cases, it is very helpful. For instance, when the machine is affected by an unexpected
disturbance, the frequency of the structural mode can differ slightly from the original. Instead of using
the high cost machining tool, the accelerometer also provides the same results.
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Chapter 6 Simulations
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will define tracking and contouring error that are used for evaluating the
machining quality in CNC systems. Based on these types of error, objective functions of GA method
are constructed for solving the shaper parameters. The dynamics of axis feed drive was included to the
simulations for inspecting the excessive limits of machine tools e.g., control signal, acceleration.
However, they can be figured by position derivatives. Since the controlled plant has dynamic delay in
the closed loop system, zero phase error tracking control was used to improve the tracking performance
[24]. The feed commands were generated by using trapezoidal or jerk limited profile considering the
physical limits of machine tools. Further, the consecutive reference positions are computed at every
sampling time using NURBS interpolation and sent to the position loop of CNC servo system. The
effectiveness of the input shaping technique will be investigated in terms of two-dimensional trajectory
following i.e. the square, the circle, the  shape and arbitrary NURBS curve. Various types of input
shaper were applied and compared by means of tracking and contouring error. For square toolpath the
feed command profile was generated as profile to drive the system from point to point. There is no
requirement of knowledge about NURBS curve representation. For circular toolpath, the radius of
curvature at every point on the circle is identical. Thus, Taylor’s expansion is a good fitting for NURBS
circular toolpath. The following section tested adaptive feedrate interpolator for the  shaped toolpath.
In the final simulation, arbitrary NURBS toolpath uses feed correction polynomial interpolation to
produce feedrate with no fluctuation.
6.2 Tracking and contouring error
In machining processes, tracking and contouring errors are given as the two performance indices
for evaluating the precision of machine tool. Tracking error is the deviation between the reference point
and the actual point. Tracking error can be improved by applying the feedback and feedforward
controller to each axis individually, such as a large P position controller or ZPETC (zero phase error
tracking controller). Contouring error is defined as the error component orthogonal to the desired
trajectory (the shortest distance from the desired trajectory to the actual position).
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 : Contouring error vector
ˆ : Estimated contouring error vector

P

e : Tracking error vector
t : Unit tangent vector
n : Unit normal vector
P : Actual point
R : Reference point

Figure 6.1: Geometrical representation of tracking and contouring error
The expression for estimated contouring error vector is derived as:
   
ˆ  e, n .n

(6.1)

where . is the inner product. For general multi-axis machining system, contour error vector can be
estimated using the task coordinate frame (shifted Frenet frame) which is attached to the desired
contour and change its orientation at every point on the curve. The task coordinate frame is comprised
  


of the mutually orthogonal unit tangent t , normal n and bi-normal b  t  n . A good approximation of
contour error vector can be given as:
  
ε  en  eb

(6.2)



 

where en , eb are two components of the tracking error e corresponding to t and b axis, mapped from
  
the physical coordinate frame composed of e1 , e 2 , e 3  to the task coordinate frame constructed of
  
t , n, b .





The objective function can be formed as the sum of estimated contouring errors or velocity errors
along the overall toolpath.
n

OF1   ˆi

(6.3)

i 1

n

OF2   f di  f ai
i 1

where ˆi is the estimated contour error at the i -th point
f di , f ai is the desired and actual feedrate at the i -th point
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6.3 Drive controller
In conventional multi-axial system, each axis is controlled by a separate closed loop control. In the
simulations, each axis drive was implemented by the proportional (P) position controller cascaded with
proportional-integral (PI) velocity controller. For improving the tracking accuracy, the feed-forward
controller (ZPETC) was also added to cancel the phase shift for all frequencies.
X reference

NURBS
Feed
F
optimizer

ZPETC

P-PI controller

ZPETC

P-PI controller

ux

Position X
Plant X

toolpath
interpolation
Y reference

uy

Position Y
Plant Y

Figure 6.2: P-PI + ZPETC controller for axis feed drives
Although the designed toolpath for the CAD/CAM system is fairly smooth, short transient phase
of acceleration or the presence of flexible components can still lead the system to structural excitation
mode. The machine tool was modeled at the structural mode of vibration with natural
frequencies f nx  33 Hz , f ny  31Hz and damping ratios  x  0.075 ,  y  0.065 .
6.4 Square
Machining tool travelling along the square with the dimension of 50 50 [mm  mm] was





simulated. The maximum values of jerk were set within the limits J x  J y  80000 mm/ sec3 , the





tangential jerk limit was J  50000 mm/ sec 3 . The axis velocity limits were set equal to
f x max  f y max  250mm/ sec . The axis velocity maximum was set to f xmax  f ymax  141.67 [mm s]

and acceleration maximum was set to a x max  a y max  3000 [ mm sec 2 ] in both x and y directions. The
control signal was set within the limit  8V  . The sampling time used for the machining tool
controlling was set to Ts  0.5m sec  .The machining process was supposed to be started from the origin
(0, 0) with a departure angle 0 0 in direction +X and then in direction +Y.
In order to obtain the desired point, Singhose [25] proposed a simple improvement by adding a
delay time equal to the shaper length in the process when the system moves from one corner to the next
one. By doing that the tool tip reaches to zero value at the corners. Nevertheless, zero valued feed at the
corners may be unacceptable for high speed machining with a laser beam. This work proposes another
solution by employing genetic algorithms based shaper. This type of input shaper helps to reduce
system vibration amplitudes and minimize the contouring error within the allowable tolerance. The
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solution does not require any improvement at the corner so the total time of machining process is
reduced in three times of the shaper length. On the second hand, the corners are punished qualitatively
in terms of the rounding issue and insensitivity. As the typical problem of input shaping, a delay time
must be added at the end to complete the machining process. As seen in Figure 6.3, the maximum peak
of the feed amplitude was reduced in percentage from 12.4 down to 0.7 and the maximum contouring

Feed [mm/sec]

contouring error [mm]

error was remarked from 0.1191 [mm] to 0.023 [mm] .

Time [sec]

Time [sec]

Figure 6.3: Square response to unshaped, GA shaped position commands
6.5 Circle
A full circle with the center at 0, R  and radius R  25mm was generated by using NURBS
technique. The full circle is constructed based on the nine-point square:
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The circle is C0 , C1 continuous and was initiated from point P0 0,0  in the  x direction with
resultant constant feedrate f  141.67mm s. The total travelling length of the toolpath is simply
computed for circular case, that is L  2R  157.0796mm . Since the radius of curvature at every
point on the circle is identical, the feed can track at a fixed value. Taylor’s expansion interpolation is a
good fitting for circular shape. The feed command profile was scheduled such that the tool tip starts
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using an energy beam after acceleration phase and ends prior to deceleration phase during the
machining process.
y

P4

P5

P3

R

P6

P2

x

P0  P8

P7

P1

Figure 6.4: A full NURBS circle using nine control polygons
Two S-functions were created in Simulink to compute the basis functions and derivatives of the
NURBS toolpath. The source code was written in C language based on the C MEX file template
sfuntmpl_basic.c. Consecutive reference points sent to CNC machines are evaluated based on
first order Taylor’s expansion interpolation.

Feed optimizer

F k 

NURBS
interpolation

u k 

Basis functions

xk 

Pi  wi 

y k 

U

z k 

Derivative basis
functions

Figure 6.5: Schematic diagram of NURBS toolpath position
In simulations, ZVD, ZP and GA shaped feed commands were tested to compare the effectiveness
of input shaping to that without input shaping. Objective functions were computed based on position
following (6.3) and feed following (6.4). Although the shaper parameters designed for x and y axes
are nearly the same, the convolution of two shapers ensures both axes are shaped with the same xy
shaper. The resultant shaper consists of nine impulses contributed within the total shaper length
( Tx  Ty ).
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(6.5)
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of contouring error for unshaped and ZVD shaped circular trajectory
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Figure 6.7: Feed response of biaxial vibration system to unshaped feed command
6.6 The  shape toolpath
In this subsection, the toolpath was generated by using the ordinal control points
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The total length of  shape curve using adaptive quadrature method was approximated to

L  505.673mm within the specified tolerance of   1e  8 . The curve is C0 , C1 continuous and was
initiated from point P0 0,0  in the  x direction with the same maximum feedrate as for square and
circular trajectory f  141.67mm s (see Figure 6.8)
P2

P4

P0

Pu ia   Pu id 

P1

P3

Figure 6.8: The  shape curve and control points
Three various types of feed profile were simulated to investigate the important role of feed planning:
a) the ACC/DEC stage included feed profile,
b) constant feed profile,
c) curvature dependent feed profile.
The curvature dependent feed profile uses the ACC/DEC realization outside the machining process
with the aim of achieving the maximum desired feedrate. This work employed the idea of [23] to
generate the adaptive feed profile with consideration of the curvature. ia , id are the number of
sampling time steps which correspond to initial time and end time of machining process respectively.
The first order Taylor’s interpolation was used to evaluate the spline parameter for the next sampling
step.
Figure 6.9 indicated that feed scheduling plays also an important role as other aspects for precise
machining such as interpolation methods, control technique of feed drives. ZVD, GA based shapers
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were applied and compared to the unshaped input commands. GA based shapers allow minimizing
contouring errors based on their objective functions. Although GA based shapers do not eliminate the
vibration drastically, their performance of vibration reduction is still remarkable compared to that

Feed [mm/sec]

without shaping.

Time [sec]

Figure 6.9: Feed response of adaptive feed profile to ZVD and GA shaped position commands
6.7 Arbitrary shape toolpath
Figure 6.11 shows a cubic ( p  3 ) NURBS curve generated by nine control points:
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Figure 6.10: Contouring error response of adaptive feed profile to ZVD and GA shaped position
command
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Figure 6.11: An arbitrary NURBS curve constructed by nine control points
The curve is C 0 , C1 , C 2 continuous over the knot interval. Using adaptive quadrature method the
total length of the curve was approximated to L  230.442mm within the specified tolerance of

  1e  8 . The machine tool was considered as to travel along the given NURBS toolpath with the feed
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profile generated by the worst-case method. For each segment the feed was modulated using piecewise

Jerk [mm s 3 ]

Acc. [mm s 2 ]

Feed [mm/sec]

constant jerk values which results in S-curve type transitions (jerk limited profile).

Time [sec]

Figure 6.12: Feed profile generation of the worst-case method
The feed response showed that ZVD shaper is effectively suppressed the residual vibration.
However, the obtained results of contouring errors are unexpectedly higher at high curvature points on
the toolpath. This is caused by the basic problem of input shaping. As the result of using input shaping,
the total feed generation is delayed by a shaper length. At high curvature points, the feed is required to
decrease as planned. Actually, it changes a short time later. Delay time response to the feed profile
causes the increase in contouring errors. If the total sum of contouring errors along the given toolpath is
a matter of interest, the GA based shaper can be applied to investigate as for the  toolpath case. Input
shaper containing three impulses was added to pre-shape the position commands. For increasing
robustness to the modeling error a number of impulses in the impulse sequence can be increased.
Figure 6.13 and 6.14 depicted that GA based input shaping performs remarkable decrease in
contouring errors and vibration. However, input shaper causes a delay in the overall system. To
complete the machining process, the shaper length must be added to machining cycle time.
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Figure 6.13: Feed response to unshaped, ZVD and GA shaped position commands

Time [sec]

Figure 6.14: Contouring error response to unshaped, ZVD and GA shaped position commands
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Chapter 7 Experimental results
7.1 Hardware
The real time implementation of the simulated toolpaths was conducted on a high speed biaxial
CNC machine using laser MSF1863 as shown in Figure 7.1. The axial position feedbacks are sampled
through two encoders with a resolution of 32500[imp/rev] and used for servo position control.
Measured positions used for machining evaluation are obtained by the KGM 182 grid encoder with a
resolution of 2[ m ]. The scanning head is vertically mounted at the tool tip and the mounting base is

+X axis

fixed on the X-Y table.

x

y

KGM182

-X axis

Y axis

Figure 7.1: Implementation of biaxial CNC machine
For achieving high accuracy the motion in x axis is driven by two motors while y axis is driven by one
motor. The maximum speed of servos in the x, y axis is 4500 [rev/min] and 5000 [rev/min]
respectively. The shaped positions generated by Matlab/Simulink were used to send as input position
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commands for the CNC feed drives. Because the actuators drive the system in each axis with an
accuracy of 1[ m ], so the generated positions are necessary to be rounded up to 1[ m ].
7.2 Square
Figure 7.2 and 7.3 showed that input shaping performs as well as the results obtained by
simulations. Position commands were altered to eliminate the possibility of the structural mode. The
reduction of the frequency content prevents the system to excite during the machining process along the
square toolpath. The maximum contouring errors were reduced from 0.1442 [mm] of unshaped to
0.0554 [mm] of shaped positions. It is noticed that contouring errors oscillates around the average value
of 0.04 [mm] when travelling from the second corner to the next one. This may come from the
numerical rounding errors. As stated previously, the position commands sent to the feed drives are
rounded off to 1 [ m] . Numerical rounding causes slightly residual vibration of position response. To
improve the accuracy, the desired position commands for y axis can be reduced by around 0.04 [mm] ,
that is 49.96mm.
Different type of input shapers were compared to investigate the efficiency of input shaping on
vibration reduction. In addition, the S-curve velocity generation was also used for the purpose of
transient phase smoothing. The experimental results indicated the similar response of the square to
ZVD, EI and ZP shaped positions. Figure 7.4 shows the spectral amplitude at the structural mode of
excitation has been reduced completely for both x and y axis. The system has high power spectral
density to vibrate at f nx  4Hz  for the x direction. The results can even be improved if we take into
consideration the first low mode of vibration. The resultant shaper is obtained by the convolution of
individual shapers for each mode. Of course, the shaper length is increased and equal to the sum of
individual shaper lengths.
7.3 Circle
The effectiveness of input shaping on circular trajectory following was discussed by previously
published papers. The experiments were implemented only with the aim of verifying. Figure 7.6
showed the oscillated feedrate was reduced significantly during the machining process when applying
input shaper. The spectral amplitudes for both x and y axis in Figure 7.7 have also verified this
statement. Due to vibration, the unshaped velocity response is slightly smaller compared to the desired
command. In terms of contouring errors, circular trajectory tracking with the radius of R  25mm was
not improved clearly. The unexpected contouring error response may come from the mutual dynamic
effects among two axes or inappropriate selection of multiplication gain.
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Figure 7.2: Contouring error response of the square to unshaped, EI and ZVD shaped positions

Time [sec]

Figure 7.3: Contouring error response of the square to EI, ZVD and GA shaped position
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Figure 7.4: Power spectral density of unshaped and ZVD shaped square
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Figure 7.5: Contouring error response of the circle to unshaped; ZVD, ZP shaped positions
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Figure 7.6: Feed response of the circle to unshaped, ZVD, ZP shaped position commands
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Figure 7.7: Power spectral amplitude of unshaped and ZVD shaped circle
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7.4 The  shape toolpath
The feed profiling plays the important role of the curvature varying toolpath in the accuracy. Fixed
feedrate tracking along the  shape toolpath causes high contouring errors and high residual vibration,
especially at high curvature points as depicted in Figure 7.8 and 7.9. Using input shaping technique, the
vibrated speed is suppressed significantly. However, the reduction in maximum contouring error is not
remarked. Shaper delay leads to higher tracking errors. Therefore, at some short segments with high
curvature this disadvantage of input shaping results in higher chord errors. Contouring errors were
obtained extremely small even for unshaped position commands when employing adaptive method.
Position command using a zero displacement technique showed as the most effective shaper in terms of
contouring error (Figure 7.10 and 7.11). The experimental results have performed as well as the results
obtained from simulations. Hence, better results can be expected when using genetic algorithm based
shaper as discussed in simulation part. Since the machine tools are owned by the private company, until
the time of dissertation finalizing the author did not have enough time to verify all the measurement as
planned. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of GA based shaper on trajectory following was proven to the
arbitrary toolpath.
a)

Contouring error [mm]

b)

Time [sec]

Time [sec]

Figure 7.8: Contouring error response of the  shape toolpath to unshaped and ZVD shaped position
commands: a) ACC/DEC realization including feed profile, b) Constant feed profile
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a)
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Figure 7.9: Feed response of the  shape toolpath to ZVD shaped position commands: a) ACC/DEC
realization including feed profile, b) Constant feed profile

Contouring error [mm]

ZP

Time [sec]

Feed [mm/s]

Figure 7.10: Contouring error response of adaptive feed profile to unshaped, ZVD and ZP shaped
position commands

ZP

Time [sec]

Figure 7.11: Feed response of adaptive feed profile to unshaped, ZVD and ZP shaped position
commands
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Figure 7.12: Power spectral density of unshaped and ZD shaped positions using adaptive feed profile
7.5 Arbitrary toolpath
The practicality of GA based input shaper was proven to the arbitrary toolpath compared to
traditional shapers in terms of contouring error following. The experimentally verified method can be
applied to any multi-axis machine tools. In Figure 7.14, the maximum contouring error was reduced
from the unshaped peak of 0.116 mm to the GA shaped peak of 0.07 mm . Figure 7.15 plotted the
power spectral amplitude. Again, it is stated that relevant feed scheduling helps to avoid the machine
tool’s structural mode. In comparison to the square toolpath, the spectral amplitude density of the
arbitrary toolpath is suppressed and has lower power to vibrate. At the points with high curvature
corresponding to the times at around t  0.35s and t  1.48s  , the interpolated toolpath tracking has
the maximum in contouring errors. It is caused by a slow transition for the feed among the segments.
As the proposed shaper attempts to minimize the sum of contouring errors, the GA shaped feed was not
suppressed as well as ZVD or ZP shaped profile. On the second hand, the length of the GA based
shaper is shorter, so the feed responds to the GA shaped command faster.
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Feed [mm/sec]

Experimental results

Time [sec]

Contouring error [mm]

Figure 7.13: Feed response of worst-case generation profile to unshaped, ZVD and GA shaped
positions

Time [sec]

Figure 7.14: Contouring error response of worst-case generation profile to unshaped, ZVD and GA
shaped positions
X axis
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unshaped
ZVD shaper
GA shaper
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Frequency (Hz)
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Figure 7.15: Power spectral density of unshaped, ZVD and GA shaped arbitrary toolpath
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High speed multi-axis machining requires interpolated position commands with high frequency
content in acceleration and jerk. Due to the structural mode of the drives, the endpoint of machine tools
exhibits the problem of vibration. Vibration elimination aims at better quality in curve (surface) finish.
In this work, NURBS curve representation was adopted to generate smooth trajectories. Unlike
conventional interpolation such as linear and circular interpolation, NURBS interpolation offers higher
geometric continuity which prevents abrupt jumps in the axis velocity profile. In addition, the feed
profiles were generated using S-curve transition which allows reducing high frequency content in jerk.
The adaptive feed and the worst-case method considering the kinematic limits of machine tools were
chosen to change the velocity adaptively depending on the curvatures at every interpolated point.
Because of the existence of flexible components, the overall mechatronic systems still have the
tendency to oscillate. Input shaping was used to investigate the effectiveness of vibration reduction on
two dimensional following. The experiments were conducted on high speed bi-axial CNC system with
a laser which belongs to the company Microstep s.r.o. The system parameters of vibration for the given
mechatronic system were identified using both the KGM 182 grid encoder and the linear MEMS
acceleration sensor. For the square and circular toolpath, contouring error response to shaped position
has been decreased when using conventional shapers with simple improvements. The basic problem of
input shaper is to add a delay to the overall cycle time. Based on the knowledge of input shaping
technique, genetic algorithm based shapers were designed and compared to analytical shapers. For
arbitrary trajectory, using shapers based on analytical method lead to worse quality in tracking errors
and contouring errors. On the contrary, genetic algorithm based shapers demonstrated the advantage in
terms of contouring errors. Both simulation and experimental results have proved the practicability of
the proposed method. The disadvantage of using genetic algorithms is the requirements of high
computation time. The experimental results were tested on the bi-axial system, but can be applied to
any multi-axis configuration system.
In continuation of this work, one of the future research directions is to verify the feasibility of GA
based shaper on 3D trajectory following. For multi-axial high speed machine tools, contouring errors
are computed more complex using the shifted Fernet frame. The second research direction is to apply
input shaping based on the analytical approach for vibration reduction. Since analytical input shapers
lead to the increase in contouring errors, an additional controller is required to compensate contouring
errors between axes before commanding positions to the axis drives.
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